Volunteer Opportunities with the NYS Volunteer Ambulance & Rescue Association

Help strengthen the community non-profit EMS community for all New Yorkers by volunteering with NYSVARA!

NYSVARA welcomes the assistance of dedicated and interested volunteers, and is actively seeking assistance in several key areas:

- **Newsletter layout**: lay out articles for our quarterly newsletter, *The Blanket*. Some knowledge of Publisher or other similar programs and newsletter layout experience needed. Time commitment: up to 4 issues per year; time required per issue will depend on prior experience, but will likely decrease if you work on more than one issue, and therefore become familiar with the specifics.

- **Writing newsletter articles**: help us showcase our member organizations or highlight emerging non-profit, emergency service, legislative and regulatory issues by writing or contributing an article (or more!) for our newsletter! Some interview experience helpful. Strong writing skills needed.

Interested individuals can contact Jim Downey & Nancy Ehrhardt, Co-editors, The Blanket, with a brief resume and letter of interest by e-mailing: theblanket@nysvara.org